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Since the celebrated discovery of the fractional quantum Hall effect (FQHE) [1], a

and

considerable progress [2] has been made in understanding for FQHE following upon
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the seminal paper of Laughlin [3]. Motivated by the analogies between FQHE and
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superfluidity [4] as well as the existence of large ring exchanges on a large length
scale [5], Girvin and MacDonald [6] raised a subtle question whether there is an
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AND THE EFFECTIVE FIELD THEORY APPROACH
FOR THE FRACTIONAL QUANTUM HALL SYSTEM

off-diagonal long range order (ODLRO) in FQHE ground state. By introducing a
2+1 dimensional bosonization transformation, they did find a sort of ODLRO for
the bosonized Laughlin wave functions. Based on such an observation, extensive
studies on the effective field theory approach for FQHE have been appeared in the
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literatures. Among others, the Ginzburg-Landau Chern-Simons approach (GLCS)
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17,8] successively interprets a variety of properties for the FQHE system from an
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ab intio point of view and the chiral Luttinger liquid approach [9,10] for the edge
excitations exhibits a deep insight for such an interesting system.
Despite the successes for the various effective field theory approaches[7-12], we
still have the question that whether one should build in the constraint that all
electrons are in the lowest Landau level (LLL) from the very beginning of the ChernSimons (C-S) field theory approaches for the FQHE. As we have seen in GLCS, the
"trivial Gaussian fluctuation" in fact is raised from the inter-Landau level degrees

ABSTRACT

of freedom [7]. From a more basic point of view, it is known that FQHE system is
essentially a 1 + 1 dimensional system. The 1-D nature of the FQHE system should

By applying the Dirac quantization method, we build the constraint that all electrons are
in the lowest Landau level into the Chern-Simons field theory approach for the fractional quantum
Hall system and show that the constraint can be transmuted from hierarchy to hierarchy. For a
finite system, we derive that the action for each hierarchy can be split into two parts: a surface part
provides the action for the edge excitations while the remaining part is precisely the bulk action
for the next hierarchy. And the action for the edge could be decoupled from the bulk only at the
hierarchy filling.
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be a direct consequence of the LLL constraint in the context of the 2+1 dimensional
C-S field theory. It is aho understandable that the 1-D nature might be rather
crucial for the dynamics for FQHE system.
Motivated by the above arguments, in this paper, we build explicitly the LLL
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constraint into the C-S field theory description for FQHE system and show that

Q,/3 = 1,2 is the component index for the 2-D vectors, £ai} are the invariant second

the constraint can be transmuted from hierarchy to hierarchy. After a careful treat-

rank antisymmetric tensor, and X = (ftc/eB)= the magnetic length. We then have

ment of the partial integrations for the FQHE action of a finite system, we show

the Hamiltonian for the N-electron in the LLL as

further that the action for each hierarchy can be split into two parts: a surface part
• <j

provides the action of the edge excitations while the remaining bulk part is exactly
the action for the next hierarchy. In particular, the surface action for the edge

which is associated with the commutation relation [#",«,] = i £ad S.jX2, or, equiv-

excitations could be decoupled from the bulk only at the hierarchy filling. As the

alently, with the constraint for the N-electron wave function as n,*(r,, ...,!>•) = 0,

primary consequences, besides the quantization conditions for FQHE states as well

where II, = (II1, — iW2)/V^- We now introduce further the second quantization

as its hierarchy scheme [13] can be deduced systematically as usual, we derive the

representation for N-electron system described above. It is straightforward to verify

equations for the fractionally charged vortices which has an interesting form without

that the second quantized Hamiltonian has the form as

any mass scale dependent parameters. It also does not depend on whether FQHE

H = V { * + * ~P\=\J

d 2 zdV(* + (*)*(z) - p)V(x - x')(* V ) * ( z ' ) - p) (3)

has a BCS type of symmetry breaking. This approach provides further a theoretical
background that the vortices (quasi-particles ) of each hierarchy can have only zero

where the electron wave field operator *P(x) subjected to a constraint that

effective mass in the context of C-S field theory, while the "conventional" vortices

n«(z) = o

(4)

often has finite effective mass contributed from the massive constituting particles.
and p is the average electron density contributed by the positive background.
For a 2-D N-electron system in a strong perpendicular magnetic field B, if all
electrons are in the LLL, it can be described by the following Lagrangian [5] as

We further introduce [6-8] the bosonized representation $(x) for the electron
wave field with the help of a C-S field a(i). By applying the standard procedure,
the Hamiltonian actually have the same form as eq. (3), H = V [ $ + * - p] and the
LLL constraint becomes R$(z) = 0, in which ft = 8/dz + iA/{a\2B)

c
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+ ia with
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where r,(t) is the 2-D coordinate for the i-th electron with i = 1,...,JV, r,(t) =

z = (x + ijf)/V2, A = (Ai - iA?)l\/2 and a, = (a, - ia2)/V2.

We have also an

+

dr,(t)fdt, A(r) is the vector potential for the uniform applied magnetic field, V x
A = B and K(r, - r3) is the interaction between electrons. Because 8C/dr,{t),
i = 1,...,JV, are independent of r,(i)'s and [n,, ! ,n/] = -i £nl3 Stih2X-'2, so that
we have the second class constraints [14] as II,', = pj, + (e/c)v4[,(r,) = 0, where

additional constraint for the C-S field as V x a = -2Trm<J> $, with m being an odd
integer. Base upon the above discussions, the path integral representation for the
/-generating functional would have the following form as

Z[A] = J

xeipt{*+(t-

-op-

+

* - p\ -

—

(5)

(e/fcc) V x A. This is the first result we like to derive, i.e., the 2-generating functional for FQHE in which the constraint for the LLL has been carefully built. The

where the gauge fixing condition is understood involved implicitly. In eq.(5), p,,v,
LLL constraint not onty makes the electrons' kinetic energy disappeared, but also
and A run over both the time index 0 and the spatial indices 1,2; G^A is the 3-D
euclidean antisymmetric tensor; au is the temporal component for the C-S gauge
field playing a role as a A-multipler and S[- • •] is the 8—functional. From now on, we

manifest itself as a functional relation among p, p, and B: T[p,p,;B] — 0.
Since £Q/3 dada8, can be nonzero only at certain singular 2+1 dimensional world

would also include an applied electric fietd where <fi{x) is the corresponding scalar

line, so that the vortex density should have the expression as p,(x) = Ej9>^ 2 ( x —

potential. Since now we are in the boson representation, we prefer to introduce the

Xj(t)) where qj = ±1 is the vortex charge and Xj(t)'s are the world lines for the j-th

phase 6{x) and the electron density p(x) for the wave field as the dynamical variables:

vortex. If we take a time derivative to the vortex density, we obtain immediately a

$ ( i ) = ^p(x)exp[i8{x))

in which 8(x) could be split into 8r(x) + 9,{x). B,(x) is

conservation theorem as p, + daj" = 0, where the vortex current has the expression

the regular part satisfying €„« dadn8r = 0 and $,(x) the singular part satisfying

]?(*) = E>?j£?(*)*2(* - *,(<))> <", equivalent!?, j?(x) =Ea0 {dud& - 0,j0u)0,/(2ir).

£,it) dadfl8, = —p,j{2it). with p, having the physical intuition as the density for the

It is straightforward to derive from the Z-functional the following equation [15]

vortices. Taking into considerations of the expression for the II and fl+, as a result
of introducing the p-8 representation, the C-S field acquires a pure gauge term as:

- V 2 < lnp > -2wm < p > +— - 2ir < pv >= 0

a^ —> alt + dlt8r, fi = 0,1,2, in the matter part of the action. Since the action for

where < ... > is the path integral averaging over the normalized ^-generating func-

the C-S gauge field itself is invariant respect to the local gauge transformation up

tional, i.e., average over the physical ground state. This equation had been de-

to a surface term, we may eliminate the regular part of the phase variable 0r(x) and

rived directly from the constraint equations for the LLL[16J. What we have here

would come back to the resulting surface term later on. It is then straightforward

more is to make its connection to the dynamics more explicit. For a uniform

to solve the constraint in terms of p-0 variable and further carry out the integration

system with zero vortex, we derive the quantization condition for FQHE states,

over the C-S field, we obtain

< p >= p = (2irmA')~l, immediately. For a single vortex, we can draw the conclu-

Z[A] = j VpV8.8[T[p,p,;B)}expi{-p8, -

(8)

sion easily from eq.(8) that it carries a fractional charge of —qjm. So this equation

—

ea0 aaa$ - V[p - p]} (6)

with

can be interpreted as the equation for the vortices (quasi-particles) of the first hierarchy and its mean field approximation can be solved without difficulty. We notice

p, = 0

(7)

that, different from the usual Ginzburg-Landau type description, there is no mass

and aa being now the solution of V x a = -2vp in consistency with certain gauge

scale dependent parameters appeared in eq.(8). It also does not depend conceptually

fixing constraints. We also notice the term A"2 in eq.(7) could be understood as

on whether there is a KBCS type symmetry breaking" in the FQHE state.

It is known that the term y2\np/2

plays a role to cancel the fi-function like

singularities in p,. Therefore, for sake of convenience, we would ignore the V 2 m P

p,h = - e<,a da83eab 12% with p. - fr. By applying further eq.(7) to eq.(9), we
have finally Sra = -(2*mp)~'\£a0

djjB^r up to an arbitrary gauge transformation

c

term in the following which should be understood that in the first quantization

0 / -> &, + 8 where 9 is a regular function defined along the T: § dln^S

representation for the vortices, there is always a term — £„$ dalnp/2 associated

not determined yet. Moreover, it is known that since a finite 2-D FQHE system

with d,,6, implicitly, while in its second quantization representation, such a term

are practically in a confining potential, it acquires a chemical potential /t in such

can be reasonably ignored.

a way that the Gibbs free energy being minimized in consistency with the spatial

Now we shall separate the surface part of the action from the bulk part for a finite
FQHE system. Before going into the details, we like to introduce certain descriptions
for the boundary of the system. We imagine the 2-D system being enclosed by a
(spatially) one dimensional boundary T. We further introduce a displacement vector

distribution for the electrons. Therefore, the local deviation for the applied electric
potential, — ey>, from the chemical potential at the boundary bears the work done
by those electron got passed through the boundary, or in another words, due to the
local displacement of the boundary from its equilibrium configuration. We should
then have (— etp — fi)\r = —eE • Sr\r-

5T which is defined formally along the boundary as

I £x{p - p) = -pj dlnn£ra

= 0 but

Now for the first term of the action (see eq. (6)): — p$\, we introduce a dual gauge
(9)

field A'a = aajm with p = — €a@ daA'g/(2-K). By applying a partial integration with
where dl is the linear integral along the boundary, nQ is the normal for the bound-

respect to 8a, we separate a surface term from the bulk action with a remaining

ary being defined always toward outside of the system and p is certain average

bulk part which can be expressed in terms of A'a and j . , a . On the meanwhile, we

electron density to be denned. If we take p = p, the lefthand side of the equation

substitute p by (27rm)~l[A~2 - 2irp,l>+ £ap dada9sc] into the second term of the

should be zero so that we should have fj- dlna6ra — 0. Consequently, Sro can be

action: p( — e<p — fi). Noticing the constant (27rmAJ)~ does not contribute to the

interpreted either as the displacement for the particles (electrons) passing back and

dynamics , we perform once again a partial integration with respect to the "8a" for

forth through the boundary or as the " rippling " displacement for the boundary

the last term, so that we separate one another surface term from the bulk action.

[10] deviating out- or inward along the boundary. Obviously, this equation is valid

Taking into account of the above considerations, and further utilizing the expression

up to the first order of ST. Comparing with the constraint equation (8), we find

for 6ra, we obtain an interesting form for the Z-functional as

2

1

p = (2wmA )" - m^V'i with p, being the average density of vortices. If we split
8, into two parts: 6, = 9b, + 8^, correspondingly, p, = ph, + pr,. We have the surface part of vortex density p\ = - eaa dadg6'',/2Tr which is nonzero only at the
boundary and has zero contribution to the p, while the bulk part of vortex density

i t f • A ' - ~p".9 - ^ £°0 <K

-V-

Ir[p,

(10)

with the surface action
Iv[p, F] = J— fdti

system of vortices with " zero kinetic energy " which should be described again by
dl{{-na Ea3 dae,)e, - tiD(nn eaf) dg^,)1}

(11)

a second class constraint. Now the bulk action for the vortices has a form almost
the same as the original action for the electrons, eq.(l). We can then run the same

In eq.(ll), we have assumed the applied electric field is paralleled to the normal on
2

the boundary and VD = «o/(l — 2n\ p,} with vD = cEjB.

For a finite system,

procedure as for the electron case, i.e., the procedure from eq.(l) to eq.(ll). But
there are still certain delicate differences which should be carefully treated as the

eq.(10) means that the action for FQHE system can be divided into & bulk part and

following: (i) Now, for the bulk action for the vortices, we have a vector potential

a surface part. The bulk part has the intuition that the vortices moves in a dual

A' playing a similar role as the vector potential for the magnetic field in electrons

gauge field A' and bears a fractional statistics 1/m with fractional charge — qejm. If

case but having a curl V x A' = — 2irp; (ii) In the application of the Dirac quanti-

we solve A'a in terms of p, then applying eq.(7), we recover easily the form derived in

zation to the vortices in the first quantization representation, we need the condition

[7]. Moreover, when the system is exactly in a FQHE state of the first hierarchy, i.e.

[nj,',II^J] = — 2w (zaj3 p ^ 0 to be satisfied, where 11^ has the same form as Ti'n with

p,b = 0, we then have 6, — Bf. As an interesting result, the surface action Ir[p, 8,c]

the corresponding quantities substituted by those for the vortices. Since p could be

will decouple from the bulk and describe an ensemble of independent propagating

zero (or singular) only at the isolated locations for the vortices, in the spirit of long

edge excitations in a form of a chiral boson action proposed in [9,10]. If we perform a

wave length approximation, we may reasonably take the approximation as p > 0

gauge transformation to the whole action in eq.(10), it would also produce a surface

(finite). In fact, these singular behaviors at the vortex locations will disappear after

term which may cancel the surface term left previously.

its second quantization procedure being completed; (iii) Corresponding to the origi-

As we have noticed above, 6.{x) has only the isolated singularities in the 2-D
plane, so that V8, integrates over only the space-time propagation of those singu-

nal C-S gauge field with the statistical index of odd integers m, we now introduce a
C-S gauge field a'^ with the statistical index of even integers 2p, because the world
lines for the vortex "particles" are originated from the singularities of the phase field

larities; the coordinate of vortices. Therefore

6, of the bosonized electrons.
iU".' A'} =

fJ(O • A'(r'3(t))}

(12)

i

Taking into all the above considerations, following almost exactly the same pro-

where r'(t) is the coordinate for the j-th vortex. For sake of convenience, we assume

cedure as those for the electrons, the Z-functional can be transformed into the

in eq.(12) and the following that q} = +1. This identity makes it explicit that the

following form as

bulk action for the vortices in eq.(12) is essentially in a first quantisation representation. Moreover, it becomes clear also that such an action has only first order time
aa

(13)

a'na'B - V[p,]

derivative of the vortex coordinates but no second order. Once again we have a
10

T

T

..

in an almost universal form and has distinguished features which have not been

with K — m ' + 2p and
1

1

seriously exploited before.
(14)

where p,, the density of the vortices, is now in a second quantization representation,

Ack nowled ge m e nt

i.e., the modulus of the vortex wave field, and 8'a is the singular part for the phase field
which describes the isolated "vortices" p't for the next higher hierarchy. In deriving
eq.(13), we have carry out the path integral for T>p so that the constraint equation
(7), J-[p,p,\B\ = 0, is understood being always satisfied. Here we notice further
that the application of the Dirac's quantization theory for the constrained systems
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to the overall space-time propagation of the vortices in form of eq.(12) provides a
field-theoretical background that the vortices (quasi-particles) in FQHE have only
zero effective mass while the "conventional" vortices often have finite effective mass
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